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Czech Feminists and Nationalism
in the Late Habsbltrg Monarchy:
"The First in Austria"1
Katherine David

The concurrence of the Czech women's emandpation movement with
the rockiest stretch of the nationality conflid in the Austrian half of the

Habsburg Monarchy presented no quandary to Czech middle-class femi-
nists. As a non-dominant nationality seeking greater rights and autonomy
in Austria-Hungary, the Czechs were, by the last four decades of the
nineteenth century, intermittently locked in parliamentary altercations
with their German political adversaries and the Austrian authorities. In the
provinces of Bohemia and Moravia, where Czechs constituted approxi-
mately two thirds of the population, Czech life revolved around a struggle
for cultural and economic ascendancy, or at least equality with the ethnic
German minority.2 While it might be expeded that the demand for national
unity in the period between 1890 and World War I would have collided
with the aspirations of Czech feminists, in fact, it did not. As this study of
the women's movement demonstrates, women's rights activists drew
strength from their identification with the Czech national movement and
viewed their Czechness as, in many respects, advantageous to their strug-
gle as women. The national cause and the feminist cause seemed to them
to be complementary and indeed interrelated aspects of a common chal-
lenge to Vienna.

In his book, The Feminists, Richard J. Evans describes Czech feminism
as "fanatically nationalist." He argues that progressive Czech women had
to "strike a bargain with nationalists" which introduced considerable
restrictions as well as benefits to the ferninist movement.3 The first part of
the propositionÂ—on the nationalist proclivities of Czedi feministsÂ—is
undoubtedly true, by Anglo-American standards. I would, however, offer
the caveat that integral nationalism was hardly an extremist ideology
among the Czechs or other minorities in the Habsburg Monarchy at the
turn of the twentieth century. In a nation struggling with statelessness,
nationalism informed almost any political activity. Faced with a pro-
nounced diversification of sodety in the late nineteenth century, Czech
nationalist sentiment proved to be a protean force, not the property of a
single dass or political current. Czech ferninists inevitably laid claim to the
national tradition and adopted its rhetoric and arguments to justify their
own goals.
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Evans's second pointÂ—the contention that Czech ferninists lost as well
as gained through their alliance with nationalistsÂ—certainly merits exam-
ination. I have found no evidence that feminists traded away any radical
demands in exchange for support from liberal nationalists, a category
which encompassed almost the entire Czech middle class. While women's
rights activists did include demands for national equality in their programs
and sometimes expressed their feminist objectives in nationalist terms,
they were motivated by sincere patriotism and by the assumption that
promotion of the national cause would further the women's movement.
Contemporary descriptions suggest that Czech male politidans and cul-
tural figures rallied behind women's issues, whether in parliament or
publications, more forcefully than other central European men. Astonish-
ingly, the Czechs eleded a female candidate to the Bohemian Diet (legisla-
ture) on a multi-party ticket in 1912, a feat unprecedented in Europe.
Though the delegate-eled was never permitted to take office, the episode
illustrates how Czech men wielded women's rights issues as a convenient
weapon, albeit not a lethal one, against the Austrian regime. Czech femi-
nists had little to lose by availing themselves of their supportÂ—except
perhaps a potential solidarity with German Austrian women.

If the tactical and programmatic freedom of Czech feminists remained
circumscribed, this was not due to their bid for nationalist support, but to
repressive conditions in the monarchy. The strid Austrian laws on assem-
bly constituted one of the distinctive f adors, besides the nationality situa-
tion, which shaped the Czech women's rights movement. Until 1912,
women in AustriaÂ—Czech, German, or otherwiseÂ—were forbidden to join
political organizations. A second fador was the impotence of the Reichsrat
and the provindal diets, whidi limited the effectiveness of feminist alli-
ances with political parties.4 Another notable circumstance was the crucial
infusion of ideas and support which the Czech women's movement
received from a contemporary male intellectual, the future president of
Czechoslovakia, TomÃ¡s Garrigue Masaryk (1850-1937). Finally uneven
sorio-economic development affeded the Czech women's movement.
While the Bohemian Lands overall comprised the most important indus-
trial region in the monarchy, the less industrialized and more Catholic
Moravia lagged behind Bohemia proper in the ferment of both political
radicalism and feminism.5

Although Czech women did not begin to agitate for legal changes in
their status until 1890, they had, by that time, developed a firm basis for
middle-class feminist action. During the "national awakening" of the early
nineteenth century, it was often mothers who ensured that their children
learned to read Czech (which had, over the centuries, declined as a literary
language), rather than just German. Already in the 1820s, Czech women
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made small-scale efforts to broaden girls's education. In the revolutionary
flush of 1848, upper-class women organized politically in Prague, the
Bohemian capital, and with considerable fanfare dispatched a delegation
to the empress. After 1869, a variety of women's organizations sprang up,
in Prague and elsewhere, including a female teachers's association.
Between 1863 and 1871, prominent Czech women founded three secondary
schools for girls in Prague: an academic higher school, a pedagogical
institute (the first of its kind in Austria), and an industrial arts school.
Ladies from the growing middle dasses devoted themselves to philan-
thropic activities, among them aiding orphans and ameliorating conditions
for workers.6 These actions were invariably undertaken in a patriotic spirit
and heralded as a step toward Czech self-suffidency and strength. At the
same time, several popular female writers, the posthumously acclaimed
Bozena NemcovÃ¡ (1820-1862), Karolina SvetlÃ¡ (1830-1899), and others
raised their influential voices in support of women's emandpation.
Despite the patriotic aura enveloping it, the Czech women's movement in
these stages roughly paralleled the efforts of German Austrian women.7

Prague sodety first discovered foreign ferninism with the establish-
ment of the American Ladies' Qub in 1865. It was founded by Vojta
NÃ¡prstek, a well-traveled Czech who admired the dynamic role played by
American women in cultural and public affairs. The dub featured a Czech
and English library and a technical museum and sponsored lectures on
American and English feminism, among other topics, some of which were
attended by as many as 1,500 people.8 Czech women could also keep
abreast of developments in foreign women's movements by reading the
monthly Women's Journal, established in the early 1870s and taken over by
the bourgeois Women's Industrial and Commerdal Training Association
(Â¿ensky Vfrobni Spolek Cesky). The paper, which reported on cultural and
sodal issues, was edited after 1874 by the women's rights activist and
nationalist author Eliska KrÃ¡snohorskÃ¡ (1847-1926).

It was KrÃ¡snohorskÃ¡ who initiated the first major political action for
the advancement of Czech womenÂ—and, by extension, all the women of
AustriaÂ—the campaign for higher education. In 1890, the Women's Journal
sponsored a petition to the Reichsrat, bearing nearly 5,000 signatures and
calling for the admission of females to the medical and philosophical
faculties of Austrian universities. Women at that time were barred from
study at any university in the monarchy, and only a few could afford the
option of going abroad for a higher education.9 Viennese women's clubs,
Ruthenians from Galicia, and provincial Czech groups joined in with their
own petitions, while Kard AdÃ¡mek, and after 1891, Gabriel Blazek and
Masaryk, all deputies in the 'Young Czech" (National Liberal) Party, took
up the educational cause in the Reichsrat.10
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Women's admission to the Austrian philosophical faculties would not
be approved by the Ministry of Education until 1897, and to the medical
faculties, not until 1900, but Czech activists lost no time in preparing girls
for university study. Although universal primary education was mandated
in 1869 and Hteracy levels were high in parts of Cisleithania, in 1890 there
was not a single gymnasium (secondary school with a university-prepara-
tory curriculum) for girls in the monarchy.11 With breathtaking speed,
KrÃ¡snohorskÃ¡ organized Minerva, an assodation for women's higher edu-
cation; it gained the backing of the Prague dty council and opened the
gymnasium Minerva in the fall of the same year without any support,
fmandal or otherwise, from the Austrian Ministry of Education.12 Czech
bourgeois sodety, for the most part, stood behind Minerva. Thus, 1890
represents a watershed in the Czech women's movementÂ—for the first
time, a daim to female equality was publidzed, politidzed and national-
ized.

What a pleasant surprise it was, wrote student activist Karel Stanislav
Sokol upon the opening of Minerva, that in this instance no one could say
the Czechs were still "ten steps behind the Germans."13 Indeed, Czech
proponents of women's education touted their cause as a matter of national
pride. A petition by Minerva to Czech intellectuals in 1890 boasted:

Czech women were the first in Austria to demand the right to a higher
education by legislative means when they presented their petition to
the Rdchsrat this year; Czedi deputies were the first in the Rdchsrat
to support decisivdy this demand for modern enlightenment and
justice; the Czech press was the first, all of Czech educated sodety
was the first (to join) in non-partisan recognition of the legitimacy of
this movement.. .14

The authors represent the movement as a sign of the Czechs's inherent
progressiveness. Vienna, in turn, continued to show its intransigent colors
over the question of girls's gymnasium tiaining. Not only was Minerva
denied state funding, but the Minister of Education dedded, in 1897, to
establish a system of girls's "lycÃ©es" which would not prepare their grad-
uates for the university. Czech feminists opposed these institutions, regard-
ing them as a deliberate obstade to their efforts to normalize higher
education for women.15 Eventually, they advocated coeducation.

During the same decade, the cumbersome questions of Bohemian
autonomy and Czech linguistic rights were bringing the Austrian Reichsrat
to a standstill. The Young Czedi party reveled in popular politics and,
initially, parliamentary obstructionism, its jingoism almost keeping pace
with that of the radical pan-Germanists in "Vienna and Bohemia (though it
rarely stooped to anti-Semitism). In 1897, the Young Czechs finally struck
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a deal with the Austrian cabinet for the near-equality of Czech with
German in the dvil service of Bohemia and Moravia. The resounding
rejection of this agreement by ethnic Germans, however, toppled the
Austrian government of Count Kazimierz Badeni and triggered, among
both Czechs and Germans, the worst rioting in Cisleithania since the
revolution of 1848.16

Prague's politically-charged atmosphere jarred open unfamiliar doors
for Czech middle-class women and arguably provided a major impetus for
feminist activism. In that dty, always the intellectual hub of the Bohemian
Lands, the "woman question" was suddenly in the air. Students in the
Progressive movement earnestly debated and publicized it; it soon became
one of their major preoccupations.17 Avant-garde literati took up the fem-
inist cause in the iconoclastic "Modernist Manifesto" of 1895. And a small,
but dedicated, group of middle-dass women increasingly regarded the
liberation of the female sex as the natural continuation of their role in the
national movement. From the time that women's education pitted Czechs
against the Austrian government, one can speak of a true "feminist''
movement in Bohemia, initially centered around Prague women's organi-
zations. By the early twentieth century, it had spread through Bohemia and
to Brno, the Moravian capital; in 1910, seven regional branches of the
Moravian Progressive Women's Organization (Zemskd pokrokovd organizace
ten na MoravÃ«) were established.18 During the 1890s, KrÃ¡snohorskÃ¡ geared
the Women's Journal less toward information and more toward agitation
and petitions for women's suffrage and dvil rights as well as expanded
educational opportunities. In the next decade her publication was super-
seded in importance by a more militant women's press. As the nationality
struggle radicalized, so did its self-professed progeny, Czech feminism.

FrantiSka F. PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡ (1875-1942), the nation's foremost women's
rights activist and later a senator in the Czechoslovak Republic, suggested
internal and external causes for the transformation of the Czech women's
movement in the 1890s. She emphasized both the influx of world literature
into Czech life and the widespread influence of Masaryk, a professor at
Charles-Ferdinand University in Prague since 1882.19 Among other eye-
opening works, PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡ dted John Stuart Mill's On the Subjugation of
Women, translated into Czedi in 1890 by Charlotte Garrigue MasarykovÃ¡,
the American wife of the future president. Masaryk himself acknowledged
that his ideas on women and family life were decisively shaped by the
opinionated Charlotte, who was descended from Prisdlla and John Alden
on her mother's side and French Huguenots on her father's. Masaryk's
slogan "Let woman be placed on an equal level with man culturally, legally
and politically," embedded in the 1906 program of the Progressive Party,
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exemplifies the feminist attitude he propagated among his political follow-
ers, his students, and the readers of his works.20

Masaryk placed the cause of women's emandpation in the framework
of his theories on the moral and sodal transformation of the Czech nation.
Arguing that the woman question was part of a broad "social question,"
he maintained it would require a recasting of the attitudes and behavior of
all sodety. Both as a philosopher and a politidan, he advocated legal
equality for females, but most of his views on women were subsumed
under a moral rubric. Masaryk was uncompromisingly critical of tradi-
tional male privileges and the double standard of morality which, he
believed, resulted in the oppression of women and the erosion of family
life.21 He launched a campaign against alcoholism and lack of sexual
restraint among men, and the journals associated with him, Time and Our
Era, took on previously taboo topics with a crusading passion. The Aus-
trian system of state-regulated prostitution drew Masaryk's particular ire.

Masaryk, though born a Catholic, tied his analysis of the woman
question to his quasi-Protestant philosophy of Czech history. Selectively
probing the Czech past in search of its unifying theme, he pointed to a series
of leaders, from the fifteenth-century religious reformer Jan Hus to the
nineteenth-century politidan Frantisek Palacky (1798-1876). These he
identified with a struggle for freedom, equality and a certain "humanity."
The striving for gender equality was, to Professor Masaryk, a logical and
important element of the Czech quintessence.

Thus, Masaryk spoke in terms of restoring an underlying Czech spirit,
but in fad the moral transformation he advocated was no nationalist
aberration. Rather, it was quite similar to the cause championed by equally
straitlaced activists in other countries. His program resembled, for exam-
ple, that of the "social purity" movement in the United StatesÂ—"liberal in
its commitment to legal equality for all persons and to a single standard of
morality, but conservative in its desire to enforce traditional, rural, Yankee,
Calvinist moral values on the whole sodety."22 In view of Charlotte
MasarykovÃ¡'s strict, Protestant upbringing and Masaryk's proverbial
admiration for the United States, a comparison between "social purity"
and his turn-of-the-century movement appears rather apt.

Masaryk maintained ties to the organized women's movement, lec-
turing to such assodations as the broadly-based Central Union of Czech
Women (ÃšstfednÃ-spolek ceskijch ten, founded in 1897) and the more militant
Czech Women's Qub Ctenskg klub ieskfj, founded 1904). He regularly
contributed artides to the Moravian Women's Review, and his Progressive
Party cooperated with women's suffrage activists. During the heyday of
Czech feminism, from 1905 to 1915 (with a three-year break), Masaryk's
journal Our Era ran a monthly review column devoted to women's issues,
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penned by the feminist journalist Olga StranskÃ¡-AbsolonovÃ¡ from 1909
onward.

Significantly, Our Era, like the Women's Review and Women's Journal,
gave prominent coverage to developments in foreign women's move-
ments, from the German Anita Augspurg^s theories on the disadvantages
of legal marriage to the latest exploits of the English suffragettes. Given the
eagerness of Czech intellectuals at the turn of the century to forge redprocal
contacts with the other nations of Europe, one would not exped Czech
feminists to be insular in their thinking. In 1913, Prague women's organi-
zations hosted a contingent of delegates from ten countries en route to the
International Woman Suffrage Alliance conference in Budapest.23 Czech
delegates themselves enthusiastically attended women's conferences
abroad, including those of the IWSA. They came as representatives of their
provinces, Bohemia and MoraviaÂ—and in reality only the Czech compo-
nent of eachÂ—rather than their state; they could hardly have conceived of
being absorbed into a central, Vienna-based Bund. "Austrian" delegations
to the IWSA were strictly a German-speaking affair. The nationality ques-
tion could be submerged, but never forgotten.

In fad, Czech women activists often formulated standard feminist
concerns in terms which emphasized their national consdousness. In 1901,
for example, the Women's Cirde of the Slavia Literary and Oratorical
Sodety was established to educate women on women's issues of a histor-
ical, sodological, and literary kind. A statement from the group targeted
the patriotic biases of its audience:

It is our heart-felt desire that Czech women grow to a higher level,
reach the women of other nations and, if possible, surpass them. We
ardently wish that Bohemia, which held such an honorable place in
the ... transition to the modern age, will hold an honorable place in
modern questions, and among these questions is the woman ques-
tion.24

In this typical instance, the feminists posited a connection between a
pre-existing Czech tradition and their efforts to ameliorate women's posi-
tion in sodety. They argued, like Masaryk, that the nation's inherently
democratic tendendes would triumph, much to the advantage of women.

The progressive Czech spirit was usually evoked by a brief allusion to
the Hussite Reformation, not least because it antidpated the German
Reformation. Other historical arguments surfaced as well. The Committee
for Women's Voting Right (Vybor pro volebni pravo ten, founded 1905)
peppered its first report to the IWSA with references to various historical
figures, mentioning Jan Hus and even Princess Libuse, the semi-legendary
founder of Prague.25 Feminists often recalled the role of Hussite women
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who defended their faith in battle alongside men, and they dted the
respeded position of women among the Bohemian Brethren, radical pad-
fist descendants of the Hussites. Scrutinizing the neighboring Reich, a
column in Our Era assailed German theories on the primacy of motherhood
as a woman's contribution to her race. It contrasted German
"aristocratism" and radalism with Slavic democracy and humanismÂ—
charaderistics which were allegedly expressed in the history of the Slavs
and in Tolstoy's philosophy.26 The journal may have been dallying with
Herder here, but in the Czech case the disavowal of aristocratism was
well-founded; the Czechs had had almost no native nobility since 1620,
when it was expelled by the Habsburgs for its religious heterodoxy.

It may have seemed extiaordinary to speak of Jan Hus (who was, after
all, burned at the stake in 1415) in a report to the International Woman
Suffrage Alliance, but in the context of early twentieth-century Czech
affairs it was business as usual. Beginning about 1890, nearly every Czech
political movement made some claim to the legacy of the reformation, from
the Young Czechs to the Sodal Democrats. The Hus Monument arose in
Prague as a symbol of Czech strength and freedom and, implidtly, as an
insult to the Counter-Reforming Habsburgs. Despite the formal adherence
to Catholicism of over 90% of Czechs, their resentment against that cele-
brated ally of Rome and defender of the faith, the Habsburg Monarchy,
combined with anti-clerical liberalism to form a potent brew. The preco-
dous Protestantism of the Czech past seemed to the feminists a reinforce-
ment of their daims.

An assodate of PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡ recalled that the beautiful schoolteadier-
turned-activist looked to history in the face of oppression just as other
Czechs did at the turn of the century.

In the period about which I am writing, historicism flourished. We
were too fettered by Austria; one could not do much, and therefore
we sought refuge in the past. Even so, it was good that we looked for
the broken national tradition which we could resume. PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡
intuitively sensed [the tradition] quite correctly, and she made a point
of supporting her intuition with historical evidence.27

Czech feminists, like those of any country, ran the risk of being
branded as disloyal or too "internationalist." PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡, as a Jew and the
leading force behind the most radical branch of the movement, centered in
the Czech Women's Qub and Committee for Women's Voting Right, may
have felt particular pressure to express her national loyalty.28 In the early
years of the century, she fought for the right of married women to teach
school, but simultaneously conduded a vigorous "buy Czech" campaign
through the Czech Women's Club. PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡ always emphasized the
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practical nature of her work and its importance for the whole nation, for
example, in the field of girls's education.29 The women's movement con-
struded patriotic arguments in support of any number of issues, from
pacifism to the elimination of derical control of secondary schools. As
f erninists explained it, Czech women were once again leading their people
to greater spiritual freedom and personal independence, as they had in the
national awakening.30 Female demands for equality therefore could not be
dismissed as the complaining of selfish, bourgeois ladies, or vilified as an
international plot.

In part, the feminists were adapting their claims to the public dis-
course of their time and place. Nearly everything was discussed in terms
of its value to the Czech nation, so feminists evaluated their service in that
light as well. This was not merely a tactical gesture to sweeten an unpalat-
able cause. Rather, it represented a comprehensive approach to the
women's movement which can be partly attributed to Masaryk's influence.
A female deputy to the Czechoslovak National Assembly summed up the
feminists's feeling in retrosped: "Soon the great Czech women's move-
ment flowed in a powerful current with the general movement of the
nation for political, social and national rights."31 As part of a larger ground
swell toward a just order, the drive for women's rights was ascribed
additional moral weight.

It is possible that because of the Czechs' preoccupation with the
national cause, many progressive women were distraded from feminist
concerns. What the feminist movement would have looked like in the
absence of a national movement is obviously an unanswerable question.
Karen Freeze argues that the campaign for higher education was deferred
until 1890 precisely because of Czech women's devotion to the national
cause.32 Yet the other feminists of AustriaÂ—Germans, Slovenes and PolesÂ—
proved just as tardy and evidently less effective in gaining male support
than the Czechs. The relative strengths of the Cisleithanian feminist move-
ments would be difficult to gauge without extensive quantitative data,
which is not readily available. As just one point of comparison, the Czechs
published seven women's periodicals in 1908, the Germans, four, and
Slovenes, one, while Polish women could not afford any separate journal
as late as 1913.33

Czech women, furthermore, found that dedication to the nation
served them well, often giving them a degree of visibility and influence
which might have eluded females in more settled nations. For example, the
Czech women of Vienna staged a sit-in and marched on the Reichsrat to
protest the dosing of Czedi schools in the imperial capital. Czech female
Sodal Democrats joined their male comrades in promoting the reorgani-
zation of Austrian Social Democracy along national lines. As a result,
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sodalist leader Viktor Adler personally interfered with the distribution of
their journal, Women's Page, and promoted a rival publication.34 Day-to-day
work in patriotic associations, including the ubiquitous Sokol, offered
Czech women in every town practical experience and a sense of responsi-
bility.

If the women's movement advertised its pro-Czech aspeds, it also
never concealed its flip sideÂ—anti-Austrianism and sometimes anti-
Germanism, in the cultural sense. From the efforts to open universities to
women to the campaign for suffrage, the adversary confronting femi-
nists was not the Czech male population but the intractable Austrian
government. The fact that a foreign regime was perceived as the major
source of discrimination had no small influence on the mentality of
Czech feminists. They felt themselves doubly oppressed, both as
women and as Czechs.

Feminists identified Austria as the antithesis of all the women's move-
ment represented. Masaryk exhorted a congress of Progressive youth in
1909 to counterad the baleful effects of Austrian rule through the joint work
of men and women. "This effort confronts Austrianism, military and
derical celibacy. Cooperation with woman signifies the extrication from
those heavy shackles with which woman in Austria is held in serfdom."35
The Committee for Women's Voting Right expressed bourgeois outrage at
the Austrian government before the IWSA:

No woman in the whole Empire of Austria can vote for members of
the central Parliament at Vienna. All men can vote, even the illiterate
ones, and idiots, sluggards, paupers and criminals only are excepted.
So the women of Bohemia, who have some rights in their own
Kingdom [ie, the Kingdom of Bohemia], are classed by the Austrian
government with criminals and other undesirable dtizens.36

Our Era and the Brno weekly Right of Woman also fulminated against the
Viennese press for its slander of English suffragettes.37

Czech men, according to the feminists's ideas, were expeded to sym-
pathize with women's aspirations, not only because of the democratic
Czech tradition, but also because of their own experience of oppression. It
was true that the Czech women's movement never inspired the sort of
hostile countermovement which plagued feminists in other nations. Right
of Woman proffered the opinion that Czech men would more or less
automatically support women's suffrage because, in the words of Our Era,
"The Czech man, feeling how the denial of national and political equality
hurts, angers and inflames a thinking person, certainly will not prepare the
same fate for the women of his nation: his mother, wife, daughters, sis-
ters."38
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As much as it exudes wishful thinking, the journal's argument was
not without foundation. Women were able to enlist concrete support from
Czech political parties in their struggle for equal rights. The Sorial Demo-
cratic, Progressive, National Sodalist and various minor parties welcomed
female members and advocated full legal equality for women. The large
Agrarian Party insisted that women not be deprived of their existing voting
rights. In 1906, a Moravian, Vadav Choc, became the first deputy in the
Rachsrat to introduce a resolution for full, equal suffrage for both sexes.39
Even the Young Czechs, who allegedly sported feminist slogans as "mod-
ern decor," sponsored a bill in the Bohemian Diet calling for equal, univer-
sal voting rights.40 The Young Czech, Agrarian, National Socialist,
Progressive, and State's Right Progressive parties all joined with the Com-
mittee for Women's Voting Right in 1911 to hold a major demonstration in
Prague for equal suffrage and dvil rights. The fad that a party as conser-
vative as the post-1900 Young Czechs would go that far in support of
women's rights gives some indication of the progressive atmosphere
which prevailed on feminist issues. In contrast, no German-Austrian or
Imperial German party except the Social Democrats included women's
political equality in its program.

Some Czech politidans were certainly motivated by personal convic-
tion in their support of women's rights; others may well have viewed
women's issues as convenient ammunition against the regime. In a wry
account of the Reichsrat budget committee proceedings in 1895 regarding
women's education, Progressive journalist Antonin Hajn observed that
Austrian politics made strange bedfellows. It was, according to Hajn, the
"peculiar position of our nation in this state" which drove so many Young
Czech representatives to defend women's demands against the govern-
ment even when, by inclination, they would have lined up in the conser-
vative camp.41

One of the more spedacular symbolic exploits by the Czechs com-
bined feminist aspirations with anti-Austrian sentiment. It came about as
part of Czech women's multi-faceted campaign for increased voting rights
which took shape around 1905, during the general agitation for universal
manhood suffrage in Cisleithania. In Bohemia, female suffragists faced a
semi-feudal morass of voting regulations. Until December, 1906, when
equal manhood suffrage replaced the curial system in Reichsrat elections,
female owners of large estates in Bohemia were allowed to vote for the
Reichsrat by proxy. That year, Vienna rescinded their right. However, since
1861, women and men alike who were taxpayers or members of learned
professions were able to vote in elections to the Bohemian Diet and in
munidpal elections, except in Prague and LibÃ©rÃ©e. Enfranchised women
demonstrated their zeal by exerdsing this privilege in proportionately
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greater numbers than qualified men.42 In addition, these women were
eligible to stand for election to the Diet, a right which had gone unnoticed
for years until feminists happily rediscovered it in 1905.43

After 1906, however, the Habsburg government intended to end
women's suffrage in Austria altogether. Czech feminists were prepared to
fight to preserve the existing rights of Bohemian women, although they
thereby put themselves in the awkward position of upholding the
undemocratic, property-qualified franchise. The stated goal of the Com-
mittee for Women's Voting Right was to achieve universal, equal suffrage
to replace the antiquated, estate-based system in the province. But it
seemed more practical in the short run to maintain the rights of privileged
Bohemian women than to risk losing them in a "democratic" reform like
the one implemented for the Reichsrat. This stance caused some friction
with the feminists's Progressive allies.44

The Committee began enlisting the help of the Czech parties to realize
the ultimate ad of defiance of ViennaÂ—the election of a woman to the Diet.
An effort by the Committee to convince several parties to sponsor a single
female candidate initially failed, and the group unsuccessfully ran one of
its own members, Marie TÃºmovÃ¡, in the distrid of VysokÃ© Myto in 1908
and 1909. PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡ used the occasion of a visit by Carrie Chapman-Catt
to Prague to announce TÃ¼movÃ¡'s second candidacy. Included in her plat-
form were demands for universal, equal suffrage and the assurance of
equal rights and freedom for all nationalities. With each by-election, the
Committee tried to convince the more progressive parties to nominate
women candidates, and over the years several parties did, but still none
was eleded. Yet the Committee continued to hope that a woman, "sent to
the Diet by the will of the people, may be a living protest against the
reactionary Austrian government."45

In 1912, the controversy in Bohemia took on deddedly nationalist
overtones. The government notified the Diet that women were absolutely
not eligible for election and that furthermore they would lose all voting
privileges when the curial system gave way to equal manhood suffrage.
When a subcommittee of the Diet studied the issue, the result confirmed
Czech feminists's suspidons: the three Czech members of the nine-man
subcommittee were the only ones to uphold the women's right. The
German members rejeded women's suffrage altogether, while the owners
of large estates (generally German-speaking and kaisertreu) deferred to the
government.46

During the deliberations, the Committee for Women's Voting Right
published an appeal to the nation, and amid a tremendous outpouring of
interest and support, convinced several parties to nominate a female
candidate to the Diet jointly. Backed by the National Socialist, Progressive,
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and Young Czech parties and aided by a strong local feminist movement,
the nationalist author Bozena VikovÃ¡-KunetickÃ¡ struggled to vidory in the
distrid of Miada Boleslav and Nymburk. Never before in Europe had a
woman been eleded to a legislature on a multi-party ticket.47 Despite the
governor's stuffy refusal to recognize the election and the dissolution of
the Diet in 1913, the matter drew European-wide attention. Even German
women from Vienna and the Czech lands petitioned for the recognition of
VikovÃ¡-KunetickÃ¡ as a delegate.48

Czech feminists viewed the election as a symbolic vidory for all
women and for their own nation. An elated StranskÃ¡-AbsolonovÃ¡ declared
in Our Era that with this event the Czedis had recognized the equality of
women, adding, "This whole election was a political protest against the
injustice of the ruling cirdes; it was a demonstration of Czedi democracy
and the Czech spirit."49 Success, however, had been hard won by feminists;
it had required years of negotiations, petitions and lectures to sway the
Bohemian parties and the public. Ultimately the parties, chafing at the bit
of political powerlessness, must have relished the chance to embarrass
Vienna. No doubt they also acted with an eye to their future constituendes,
faced with the certainty that an ever-increasing number of women would
qualify as voters, unless Austria had its way.

As it turned out, six years later, Austria did not have its way. Vienna
lost a war and an empire. Czech feminists found themselves, with liberal
nationalists, on the winning side of the political contest. Returning, then,
to the question raised at the beginning of this paper, one might ask whether
the women's movement paid a high price for vidory. Had adherence to
nationalism restricted the potential of Czech feminism in the pre-war
years? In terms of practical achievements, it probably had not.

On the other hand, one can dearly identify a dunk in international
feminist solidarity in the relationship between Czechs and Germans in
Austria. Already in 1892, Czech women refused to attend the first Austrian
women's congress because the Viennese opposed Czech demands for their
own schools in the capital. In calling for a boycott, KrÃ¡snohorskÃ¡ argued
that the Czech women's movement was, in any case, more advanced than
that of the Austrian Germans, adding "we don't need to go to Vienna to
convince ourselves that we have a just claim to the same voting rights as
men."50 The Committee for Women's Voting Right and the Moravian
Progressive Women's Organization clashed with Vienna suffragists in 1912
when the Viennese refused to allow speeches at a proposed all-Austrian
suffrage conference in languages other than German. In response, the
Czechs spurned the meeting and called on the other Austrian Slavs to
establish a separate "Slavic Women's Federation."51 PlamÃ-nkovÃ¡ took issue
with the German language requirement in girls' lycÃ©es, not because she
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believed the students need not learn German, but because, as a mandatory
subjed, it was "an expression of national servitude to a foreign culture."52
Grappling with discrimination from day to day, feminists joined in build-
ing defensive barriers around Czech culture.

Their intolerance quickly dissipated where westerners or Slavs were
concerned. America and England understandably stood as beacons of
freedom and toleration. Interest in other Slavic peoples, despite their
relatively weak or non-existent feminist movements, persisted as a minor
theme among female emandpators. Hardly an issue of Women's Journal,
Women's Review, or the more conservative Women's World failed to take note
of some petition by Polish women, a lecture series for ladies in St. Peters-
burg, or an exhibit of Bulgarian handcrafts. StranskÃ¡-AbsolonovÃ¡ bandied
around ideas on Slavic mutuality in Our Era. The same writer was always
a staunch critic of German militarism, which went hand-in-hand with the
oppression of women, but like most Czechs she expressed nothing but
hawkish enthusiasm for the South Slav cause in the first Balkan War in
1912. Praising Czech women for sending money and volunteering as
nurses, she declared that this particular war was deserving of sacrifices.53
Of course, this was similar to the about-face executed by most feminists in
belligerent countries at the beginning of World War I.

Even if one assumes that Czech feminists could have swallowed their
national pride and launched a concerted effort with German and perhaps
Polish activists, it most likely would have been to their disadvantage.
Austria-Hungary survived through its divide-and-rule policy; the govern-
ment needed only to invoke the ban on female participation in political
assemblies to quash any unruly, multi-national feminist front. Until 1912,
when the discriminatory law was repealed, feminist leaders led a precari-
ous existence, constantly running the risk of prosecution.54 Czech femi-
nists, in any case, corredly discerned that it was more important to win
over their own people than the whole monarchy. The Czechs were looking
forward optimistically to a period of greater autonomy for Bohemia and
MoraviaÂ—or perhaps for their Czech populations as such. (Before the war,
few would have predided total independence.) And feminists were emi-
nently reasonable in thinking that autonomy would further their cause,
since Czech men would be more receptive to their demands than any
Habsburg government.

There is no single answer to the question of what made the Czech piece
of the Central and East European mosaic more amenable to women's
emancipation than its neighborsÂ—as it indeed appears to have been. The
Bohemian Lands' relativdy high levels of economic development and
education and the Czechs's ambivalence about the Catholic Church regis-
ter as significant fadors. The fluid class structure and predominance of the
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bourgeoisie (and petty bourgeoisie), not an aristocracy, in Czech sodety
engendered practicality rather than deference to andent sodal mores. Fear
of depopulation or "race suidde," which caused a backlash in other
industrialized countries, did not trouble the Czechs, whose population
remained proportionately stable vis-Ã -vis the Germans. Strong patriarchal
traditions, upon which so many Slavic women's movements faltered, were
absent.

From all indications, the ongoing national movement was a tremen-
dous boon to feminism. The conventional wisdomÂ—that women's exten-
sive partidpation in the national awakening and the struggle for national
rights made them deserving of a "reward" for their loyaltyÂ—cannot ade-
quately explain the success of Czech feminism. Serb or Slovene women, no
less loyal than the Czechs, failed to win voting rights until 1945. The effects
of the Czechs' democratic heritage and appredation of progressive values,
which feminists themselves stressed, are difficult to measure. Women drew
on this perceived tradition and portrayed feminism as not only consistent
with the Czech national movement, but emanating from it. Certainly, their
daims were partly based on an idealistic myth. Yet the fact that the myth
was cultivated by liberals, espedally Masaryk, paved the way for a greater
sodetal acceptance of women's emandpation.

National tensions in Austria also allowed feminists to emphasize the
identity of interests between Czedi men and women in opposition to a
common, foreign enemy. Since Czech men held little real political power,
women could turn to them as allies rather than oppressors. Feminists did
not whitewash their difficulties with politidans, and acknowledged that
women's interests were often given Up service but not treated as high-pri-
ority issues. Still, most feminist goals won at the very least a grudging
acceptance from male intellectuals and liberal leaders. To what extent the
national movement promoted gender equality among the majority of the
populationÂ—farmers and workersÂ—is a worthwhile question which,
unfortunately, lies beyond the scope of this artide.

The experience of the Czech women's movement between 1890 and
the beginning of World War I illustrates two interrelated points. First, it
underscores the importance of liberal nationalist movements as a vehide
for feminism in small, foreign-dominated nations which Richard Evans has
convincingly described in The Feminists.55 But not all nationalist move-
ments are alike. The second point which this case study highlights is the
need to examine the specifics of a given nationalist ideology in relation to
gender. If the Czech bourgeois women's movement exhibited a peculiarly
nationalistic braggadodo, with its simultaneous exhortation and daim to
be "first in Austria," it also found considerable sustenance for its feminism
in the national history and mythology. The Hussite tradition and the
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partidpation of women in the national awakening not only affirmed the
feminists's liberal, individualist convictions, but seemed explidtly to
indude women in the national inheritance. Far from isolating Czech fem-
inists, the national cultural values seemed to link them to the west, to a
more dvilized world where women were free to attend universities and
political meetings as they wished.

The legacy of pre-war Bohemian feminists continued to reverberate
throughout the first Czechoslovak Republic, where the most famous
women's rights activist, Masaryk, served as president until 1935. Not only
did women immediately gain full legal equality and voting rights, but a
greater proportion took up partisan politics than in any other East Euro-
pean country.56 With the obstacles to university study lifted, Czech women
in particular sought a higher education; by the 1920s, women comprised
25% and 18%, respectively, at the Czech universities in Prague and Brno,
but only about 13% at the corresponding Bohemian German and Slovak
universities.57 Overall, women's rights were better served in Czechoslova-
kia than in most European countries during the interwar period.58 What-
ever the rhetoric of the Czech feminist movement, the dianges to whidi it
contributed ultimatdy benefited the women of all nationalities in Czecho-
slovakia.
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